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DORICO Dining table:A construction
system that evokes the load-bearing
columns of the past in a correct and
dynamic balance of parts in veneered
wood and precise inserts of structural
metal blades.
H: 30" x W: 137" x D: 47"

Similar to the sofa, the Loggiato bed
features a system of quilted
headboards with symmetrical square
patterns both horizontally and
vertically, creating a pleasing design
with various options

The Loggiato system is a flexible
system of quilted elements available
leather and fabric,and it can be
combined in various aesthetic
solutions,including back-to-back
configurations

Unity is strength, this phrase fits well
with the Platea modular
system,drawers, open compartments,
or with the application of a central
storage compartment accessible with
a remote control.

The Esedra armchair is characterized
by a double backrest, making it
unique and imbued with a strong
personality.

The Ordine bookcase stands out for
its construction flexibility;it plays on
the interplay of these two dimensions
by alternating load-bearing wooden
parts with decorative parts or inserts
that define 

As with the sofa system, the Esedra
bed is characterized by the double
headboard, which can be
upholstered in both leather and
fabric. 

Arabesco is a sinuous and imposing
table. The curved lacquered (or
veneered) wooden base supports a
metal structure designed to bear the
weight of a marble top crafted in four
pieces
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COMPANY INFORMATION
Francesco Molon is an Italian manufacturer of luxury home furnishings in classical and contemporary European styles. Dedicated to timeless
fine design and craftsmanship, Francesco Molon Furniture views each piece as a work of art capable of infusing life and passion into any
setting.
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